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NAMI Pittsburgh South meetings are
held on the third Wednesday of each

month (excluding the month of 
August) at 7:30 p.m. at Southminster 
House. Southminster House is at 801 

Washington Road, Mt. Lebanon, directly 
across the drive from the Mt. Lebanon 

Public Library.
Email contact: nami.south@gmail.com

President: Gerry Dugan
Vice-President: Carol Cadonic 

Treasurer: Rick Beran

Have something to add to the
newsletter? Email at

nami.south@gmail.com to have
your piece reviewed and added to the 

next newsletter.

For local support groups contact
NAMI Keystone Pennsylvania:

412-366-3788 or 1-888-264-7972
Web: www.namikeystonepa.org
Email: info@namikeystonepa.org

NAMI Southwestern PA Advisory Board
Meetings — These meetings are held

bimonthly on Saturdays from 9am–11am 
in the NAMI office which is located at 
105 Braunlich Drive, McKnight Plaza, 

Suite 200, Pgh, PA 15237. Although space 
is limited, the meetings are open to all 
members. If you wish to attend, please 
call the offices of NAMI Keystone PA at 

412-366-3788.

March Meeting Information
Wednesday, March 21, 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Presenter: Tamara Hill, Certified Clinical Trauma Therapist. She will address trauma, causes, 
treatment, psychiatric effects, and recovery.

Contact us via email... 
Get in touch with NAMI Pittsburgh South at nami.south@gmail.com. 
NAMI Pittsburgh South meetings are held on the third Wednesday of each 
month (excluding the month of Aug.) from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. In the case of 
cancellation due to winter weather, information will be listed on KDKA-TV. 

2018 Meeting Calendar
April 18: Presenter: Paul Freund , Phd, Director of CART, progress on 
current Patient Centered Outcomes project and the annual report.

May 16: ASK THE DOCTOR, Dr. Roger Haskett

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

March 22-23, 2018 | Beth El Congregation, Cochran Road
State Representatives Dan Miller’s 5th Annual Disability Summit
For information visit http://www.disabilitysummit.com/.

Friday, June 8, 2018 | Pittsburgh Airport Marriott
NAMI Keystone Pennsylvania  
Annual Child & Adolescent Mental Health Conference

Keynote Presenters:  
Ross W. Greene, MD, New York Times Best Selling Author of “The 
Explosive Child,” Lost at School,” and “Raising Human Beings”; 
Originator of the Collaborative & Proactive Solutions (CPS).

Dior Vargas, Latina Feminist, Mental Health Activist; Creator of People 
of Color and Mental Illness Photo Project.

For more information for either conference please contact the NAMI 
Keystone PA office at 412-366-3788 or visit the website at: http://www.
namikeystonepa.org/education/conferences/. 



YOU ARE NOT ALONE!

If you need assistance dealing
with any type of mental illness,

the following organizations           
are available.

National NAMI Help Line
1-800-950-NAMI/ Web: www.nami.org

SUPPORT

ALANON 412-572-5141

Allegheny County Warmline  
1-866-661-WARM (9276)
10 am – Midnight daily

Bipolar and Manic Depressive
Support Group — Meets in

Washington, PA at Rochester
Methodist Church, 341 Jefferson
Street every 2nd Thursday of the
month at 7:30 pm. Contact Ann

at 724-775-6304 for information.

St. Clair Hospital has partnered with 
Chartiers Mental Health to facilitate a 

Mental Health Support Group in  
Bridgeville. Family members are  

welcome to attend.
 

1st Tuesday of each month.   
6:30 - 7:30 pm.  

Bridgeville Library, 505 McMillen Street

Additional Information:  St. Clair 
Hospital Psychiatry and Mental Health 

Services at 412.942.4850

Mental Health Support Group
Christ United Methodist Church

Village Square, Bethel Park
412-942-4800 

NAMI McKeesport Support Group
2nd Thursday of each month, 7:00 pm. 

Penn State McKeesport Campus
Contact: Violet 412-373-7977.

NAMI Borderline Personality Disorder, 
Family Support Group 

3rd Saturday of the month, 11- 1 pm. 
105 Braunlich Dr, Suite 230, Pgh PA 15237

VISIT www.namiswpa.org for MORE 
NAMI SUPPORT GROUPS

https://www.parentmap.com/article/childhood-discipline-author-ross-greene

No More Stars and Stickers: Dr. Ross Greene Talks 
Childhood Discipline 

All parents seek discpline strategies that work and they don’t lack for options: 
timeouts, rewards, punishment. Often, however, one method will work only 
to grow less effective over time. What can a frustrated parent do?

That’s much of what Dr. Ross Greene addresses in his work. Author of The 
Explosive Child, Lost at School and Raising Human Beings (Greene developed 
the Collaborative & Proactive Solutions approach (CPS).

If kids can do well, they will but if they can’t, behavior problems occur, says 
Greene.To address those probems, he recommends adults empathize with 
children’s difficulties and find collaborative ways of solving problems.

The CPS framework encourages gathering information from the child and 
involving the child in solving the problem (referred to as Plan B) and prioritizing 
problems and focusing on one at a time (Plan C). Greene contrasts these 
approaches with the more common Plan A, the adult developing and imposing 
a solution to a problem.

Q & A
Traditional wisdom says that behavior is shaped by its consequences. At what 
point in your career as a psychologist did you realize that this approach 
doesn’t work for children with challenging behaviors?
Behavior is shaped by consequences, but consequences aren’t the only thing 
affecting behavior nor the only option when it comes to the focal point of 
treatment. With regard to the latter, it depends on your definition of the word 
‘work.’ The research shows that consequences can work in improving a 
child’s behavior but also that there are problems associated with that approach. 
The effects often don’t last once the treatment is removed. That’s a big problem. 

Lots of people drop out of treatment. It doesn’t seem to be as effective for 
older and more aggressive kids. So, while people who are devoted to this 
model point out that it works, we can’t ignore the data telling us about the 
meaningful percentage of kids and families for whom it didn’t work. 

You do workshops where you give comprehensive explanation and 
demonstration of how the CPS model works. What’s your elevator pitch?

I have two sound bites. The first one is related to why challenging kids are 
challenging. All human beings exhibit challenging behavior when the expectations 
being placed on them outstrip their skills. The second one is that it’s impossible 

More Upcoming Events
ACHIEVA Family Trust/ACHIEVA Advocacy - 2018 Speaker Series
April 13, 9:00 am - 11:00 am: Update on Medicaid Services in Pennsylvania. 
Speakers - Janice Meinert, Paralegal, Pennsylvania Health Law Project and Erin 
Ninehouser, Pennyslvania Health Access Network.
All Sessions are held at ACHIEVA, 711 Bingham St, Pittsburgh, PA  15203. 
Visit http://www.achievafamilytrust.org for registration information.



Obsessive Compulsive Support Groups
412-363-6231 or www.ocfwpa.org

Survivors of Suicide WPIC, Contact:
Sue Wesner 412-246-5633

Warm and Friendly Call Program —
Sign up for reassurance calls and/or 
reminder calls 412-894-2364 Sunday 
through Thursday 2 p.m. – 10 p.m.

Well Spouse Support Group — Meets
the first Wednesday of each month in

Churchill. Contact: Mim Schwartz
412-731-4855

Trichotillomania Support Groups
412-363-6231 or 412-END-OCD1

www.ocfwpa.org

ALLEGHENY COUNTY PEER-SUPPORT/
DROP-IN CENTERS

The drop-in centers welcome all
individuals diagnosed with a mental

illness. These centers are located
throughout Allegheny County and

provide a safe and comfortable
environment where people can go to
have fun, eat a warm meal, interact
and socialize with their peers. There
are also many trained professionals

on site who are available for those in
crisis or those who just want to talk!

Chain of Hope – 710 Wood Street,
Pittsburgh, PA 15521, 412-247-5018.

Maverick – 1005 Fifth Avenue, New
Kensington, PA 15068, 724-334-2386.

New Horizons – 616 Lincoln Center,
Bellevue, PA 15202, 412-766-8060.

Olive Branch – 215 Corbet Street,
Tarentum, PA 15084, 412-224-1600.

Peoples Oakland — 3433 Bates Street,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, 412-683-7140.

Wellsprings – 903 Watson Avenue,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219, 412-263-2545.

Interested in Peer support?
Looking to use your story to inspire

recovery? The Pennsylvania Peer
Support Coalition offers information

on statewide peer support initiatives,
job openings, training opportunities

and much more! Visit
http://www.papeersupportcoalition.or

g/index.html for more information.

to solve a problem without information from, input from and involvement 
from the child whose life is affected by the problem. 

I’m willing to be as creative as I need to be to find ways to communicate 
with a kid ... You never throw in the towel with kids.

What is the most common misconception about your approach?
People think they’re giving in and no longer having any expectations for the child. 

Speaking of expectations, parents often believe they have reasonable 
expectations for their children. That makes it hard to come to terms when 
their child is not meeting them. Can you talk about this?
Because the major theme of the CPS model is ‘kids do well if they can,’ I don’t 
worry much about a kid not meeting an expectation that he or she can’t meet. 
If they can meet it, they meet it. I worry more about pushing hard on an 
expectation the kids can’t meet.

I often see conflict occurring when we’re pushing on an expectation the kid 
can’t meet reliably. If a kid meets the expectation 90 percent of the time but 
doesn’t meet it 10 percent and it results in major challenging behavior, it’s 
still a problem. 

How do you follow Plan B if a child is not engaging in conversation? At what 
point do you throw in the towel?
I’m willing to be as creative as I need to be to find ways to communicate 
with a kid and be patient to figure out what makes it difficult for him. You 
never throw in the towel with kids.

Can you think of a situation when it is okay for the parent to impose a solution 
to the problem without involving the child, aka use Plan A?
I don’t have an easy time coming up with an unmet expectation that one would 
try to solve by imposing an adult solution. Even emergent safety issues do 
not have to be dealt with in this way. In other words, if a kid is already in the 
midst of a challenging episode, the best strategy is to defuse and de-escalate. 
If a kid is at the precipice of an explosion, often talking her down is a better 
approach than applying force.  

Plan A is not the same thing as having an expectation. An expectation is an 
expectation. Plan A is when you’re imposing a solution to an expectation a 
kid has difficulty meeting.

If two kids are fighting on the playground and you separate them, that’s fine. 
But have you solved the problem that caused the fight? No. All you’ve done 
is prevented them from continuing to fight at that moment on that day.

If you look at the examples of imposed solutions, you’ll see that suspensions 
don’t work, detentions don’t work and hitting a kid on a butt with a piece of 
wood doesn’t work. And what I mean by ‘doesn’t work’ is that it does not 
solve the problem that is causing the behavior in the first place. 

What is the most common mistake people make when they use CPS?
There are many people for whom solving problems collaboratively is difficult, 
at least early on. Because many adults are accustomed to simply imposing 
their solutions, it can be very hard to break this habit.



ASSISTANCE

Physical Health Plans
Member Services Gateway

1-800-392-1147

UPMC Health Plan, Inc. /UPMC for
You 1-800-286-4242

MedPlus 1-800-414-9025

PA Health Law Project 1-800-274-3258
or 1-866-236-6310 TTY.

The PennFree Program is a twelve month 
rental subsidy program designed to 

empower recovering men and women to 
regain their independence. Participants 

in PennFree are homeless,
recovering, single men and women,

single men and women with children
and families. Please go to

www.familylinks.org. Click on “Housing” 
for various housing programs.

Refer the Uninsured Project
The PA Health Law Project is presently

asking for uninsured persons to call
their Helpline at (800) 274-3258 or

TTY line (866) 236-6310. All callers will
be screened for any possible

insurance or free health care services
currently available to them.

Squirrel Hill Health Center — For
uninsured individuals, the co-pay is

$15 if the individual is above 200% of
the poverty level. Hours are M-TH

9am-5pm, Fri 8 am – 4 pm. Tuesday
evening and Sunday morning hours

are also available. They provide
primary care and have a number of

specialists working with them. Please
contact Rebecca LaBovick, Director of
Therapeutic Homeless Services at the

Community Human Services
Corporation at 412-621-6513 x 101

for more information.

Community Care Behavioral Health
Member Services 1-800-553-7499

COMPASS is a website that allows
individuals and community-based
organizations access to screen for,

apply for, and renew a broad range of
social programs. It is a single access

point for:

https://www.nami.org/Blogs/NAMI-Blog/March-2018/Self-Help-Techniques-for-Coping-with-Mental-Illness

Self-Help Techniques For Coping With Mental Illness
By Emmie Pombo | Mar. 09, 2018

Living with mental illness is not easy. It’s a consistent problem without a clear 
solution. While treatments like medication and psychotherapy are incredibly 
helpful, sometimes people experiencing mental health conditions need to do 
more day-in and day-out to feel good or even just okay.

Some common self-help suggestions people receive are to exercise, 
meditate and be more present, which are helpful and work for many people. 
However, other proven methods aren’t mentioned as often. Many of them 
are quick and simple techniques that can easily be added to daily routines.

Finding the right coping mechanism takes time and patience, but it can 
enormously impact how you feel. If you haven’t had success with techniques 

Parents tend to worry about their children’s future, particularly when they 
have difficulty meeting expectations. What can you tell those parents?
Well, if you took a look at any 6-year-old, that 6-year-old is not meeting 
the vast majority of expectations we’ll have for the kid when she goes to 
college. Development is an incremental process. And the bottom line is if 
we want to help a kid to be successful when she goes to college, we need to 
help her meet the expectations that are appropriate for her along the way.

If we’re helping the kid solve the problems that are getting in her way now 
and at every point of her development, then I’m pretty optimistic about how 
she’s going to do when she gets to college.  

CPS has also been researched and practiced in Australia, Canada, 
Denmark and Sweden. Are there any cultural differences in the way parents 
solve problems in these countries?
All cultures have expectation for kids. Obviously, it’s all individualized. You’re 
going to find people in every culture who are imposing solutions, though I 
find that Sweden and Denmark are a little less inclined in that direction. The 
United States and Australia are similar in their general enthusiasm for imposing 
solutions, and I would say Canada is somewhere in the middle.

You use CPS with your own children. Why should other parents?
People have been telling me for a very long time that this is the way you 
should treat any kid. I’ve been talking about it fairly recently in my book, 
Raising Human Beings. That book is for parents of all children.

Using power to have a child to meet expectation isn’t ideal whether he has 
challenging behaviors or not. You can get away with imposing solutions with 
a typical kid, at least early on. You can’t get away with imposing solutions 
with a child with challenging behaviors because he is going to hit you. Just 
because a typical kid isn’t going to hit you it doesn’t mean that imposing 
solutions is a good idea.

Power doesn’t enhance relationships. Power doesn’t enhance communication. 
Power doesn’t solve problems durably. So we really have no choice but to 
collaborate with our kids.



- Health Care Coverage
- Food Stamp Benefits

- Cash Assistance
- Long Term Care

- Home and Community Based
Services for individuals with

mental retardation
- Low-Income Home Energy

Assistance Program
- Free or Reduced Price School Meals

- SelectPlan for Women (Family
Planning Services)
- Child Care Works

COMPASS also provides screening for
the programs above, which allows a user

to provide basic information to
determine if they potentially qualify

for a service. For more information, visit
https://www.compass.state.pa.us/com-

pass.web/cmhom.aspx

RESOURCES
Allegheny County MH Emergency Line

412-350-4457 (24 Hour Service)

Allegheny County Jail Forensic Service
412-350-4273

Allegheny County Ombudsman
1-877-787-2424

Re:solve Crisis Network
1-888-796-8226. Call before a crisis

becomes a crisis.

Depression & Anxiety
1-800-888-9383

Research Into the Causes of
Schizophrenia 412-624-0823

Research Brain Tissue Donation
Information 412-624-0331

NAMI Veterans Resource Center
NAMI launched this online portal to

mental health resources for American
veterans, active duty service members

and their families. To check out this
resource visit www.nami.org

Women's Center and Shelter of
Greater Pittsburgh Hotline

412-687-8005

you’ve tried, or you’re looking to add a few more to your toolkit, here are 
seven coping mechanisms recommended by mental health professionals 
worth trying out.

Radical Acceptance
Radical acceptance is “completely and totally accepting something from the 
depths of your soul, with your heart and your mind,” according to Marsha 
Linehan (creator of dialectal behavior therapy). Included in this definition 
is the idea that no matter what, you cannot change a situation. For example, 
imagine a tornado is coming your way. Obviously, you can’t do anything 
to stop the tornado; that’s not possible. But if you accept the fact that it’s 
coming, then you can act, prepare and keep yourself safe. If you sit around 
trying to will the tornado to stop or pretend that there is no tornado, you’re 
going to be in real trouble when it comes.

The same applies to mental illness. You cannot change the fact that you have 
a mental illness, so any time you spend trying to “get rid of it” or pretend 
it doesn’t exist is only draining you of valuable energy. Accept yourself. 
Accept your condition. Then take the necessary steps to take care of yourself. 

Deep Breathing
Breathing is an annoying cliché at this point, but that’s because the best way 
to calm anxiety really is to breathe deeply. When battling my own anxiety, I 
turned to the concept of “5 3 7” breathing:

• Breathe in for 5 seconds
• Hold the breath for 3 seconds
• Breathe out for 7 seconds

This gentle repetition sends a message to the brain that everything is okay 
(or it will be soon). Before long, your heart will slow its pace and you will 
begin to relax—sometimes without even realizing it.

Opposite-To-Emotion Thinking
Opposite-to-emotion thinking is how it sounds: You act in the opposite way 
your emotions tell you to act. Say you’re feeling upset and you have the urge 
to isolate. Opposite-to-emotion tells you to go out and be around people—
the opposite action of isolation. When you feel anxious, combat that with 
something calming like meditation. When you feel manic, turn to something 
that stabilizes you. This technique is probably one of the hardest to put into 
play, but if you can manage it, the results are incredible.

The 5 Senses
Another effective way to use your physical space to ground you through a 
crisis is by employing a technique called “The 5 Senses.” Instead of focusing 
on a specific object, with “The 5 Senses” you run through what each of your 
senses is experiencing in that moment. As an example, imagine a PTSD 
flashback comes on in the middle of class. Stop! Look around you. See the 
movement of a clock’s hands. Feel the chair beneath you. Listen to your 
teacher’s voice. Smell the faint aroma of the chalkboard. Chew a piece of gum.

Running through your senses will take only a few seconds and will help keep 
you present and focused on what is real, on what is happening right now.



https://www.nami.org/Blogs/NAMI-Blog/
March-2018/How-Depression-Made-Me-a-Man

How Depression Made Me A Man
By Roro Asmar | Mar. 07, 2018

“Be strong!”  “Toughen up!”  
“Don’t cry!” 

Never did someone stand over me as a 
kid and yell, “Let it out! It’s okay to cry! 
It’s human to hurt!” From my football 
coaches to my own father, it seems as 
though the social norm for men is to 
be some kind of impenetrable mountain 
of muscle that feels no pain and has no 
emotion. If we’re not hunting or fighting 
or eating a bloody, rare steak, then 
we’re not men. As a kid, I idolized the 
manly behemoths on TV. From Arnold 
Schwarzenegger to Dwayne “The Rock” 
Johnson, I wanted to be just like them. 
And I didn’t only want to mimic their 
physical appearance, but I wanted to be 
as happy and carefree as they seemed.

Our culture depicts men as heroes and 
symbols of strength and popularity, 
almost to the point of being invincible. 
Every little boy wants to be invincible. 
When my parents fought—yelling and 
breaking things in the house—all I 
wanted to be was invincible against how 
sad they made me feel. I wanted to be 
invincible against the feelings I had when 
that girl I had a crush on in 5th grade 
said, “No thanks, you’re too fat for me” 
after I finally worked up the courage to 
ask her to be my girlfriend; instead, I ran 
away and cried in the boy’s bathroom 
during second period. I wanted to be 
invincible when my youth football 
coach called me a “wuss” because I got 
hit and I said it hurt; instead, I 
questioned why feeling pain made me 
less of a man.

All these feelings, emotions and a 
twisted view of masculinity had a hold 
on me. Rather than accept and process 
my emotions, I learned to ignore and 
compartmentalize them. I kept my 
issues and pains to myself and tried my 
hardest to push them down as deep and 
far away from the surface as I could.

Then, the day came when the flood 
couldn’t be held back any longer 
and the levees broke. For so long I 

https://www.health.harvard.edu/mind-and-mood/when-worry-becomes-a-problem

When worry becomes a problem
January 2018

Everyone feels afraid or worried at times, but if these feelings begin to take over 
your life, then you may have crossed over into generalized anxiety disorder              
according to the Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA).

“The issue with many older men is they often just endure the discomfort of GAD, 
or think it’s normal, and do not talk about the problem,” says Dr. David Mischoulon, 
director of the Depression Clinical and Research Program at -Harvard-affiliated 
Massachusetts General Hospital. “However, left alone to manifest, GAD may 
lead to serious health problems, such as high blood pressure, depression, and 
addictive behavior like excessive drinking.”

GAD symptoms
GAD is defined as feeling anxious, fearful, or worried about multiple unrelated 
events or activities every day for at least six months. People with GAD constantly 

Mental Reframing
Mental reframing involves taking an emotion or stressor and thinking of it in 
a different way. Take, for example, getting stuck in traffic. Sure, you could 
think to yourself, “Wow, my life is horrible. I’m going to be late because of 
this traffic. Why does this always happen to me?”

Or you can reframe that thought, which might look something like, “This 
traffic is bad, but I’ll still get to where I’m going. There’s nothing I can 
do about it, so I’ll just listen to music or an audiobook to pass the time.” 
Perfecting this technique can literally change your perspective in tough 
situations. But as you might imagine, this skill takes time and practice.

Emotion Awareness
If you live in denial of your emotions, it will take far longer to take care of 
them, because once we recognize what we’re feeling, we can tackle it or 
whatever is causing it. So, if you’re feeling anxious, let yourself be anxious 
for a couple of minutes—then meditate. If you’re feeling angry, let yourself 
be angry—then listen to some calming music. Be in touch with your 
emotions. Accept that you are feeling a certain way, let yourself feel that 
way and then take action to diminish unhealthy feelings.

You can’t control that you have mental illness, but you can control how you 
respond to your symptoms. This is not simple or easy (like everything else 
with mental illness), but learning, practicing and perfecting coping techniques 
can help you feel better emotionally, spiritually and physically. I’ve tried all 
the above techniques, and they have transformed the way I cope with my mental 
health struggles.

It takes strength and persistence to recover from mental illness—to keep 
fighting symptoms in the hopes of feeling better. Even if you feel weak or 
powerless against the battles you face every day, you are incredibly strong 
for living through them. Practical and simple methods can help you in your 
fight. Take these techniques into consideration, and there will be a clear 
change in the way you feel and live your life.



had hidden my pain, my confusion, 
my depression and I had become 
good at pretending to be “okay” 
with everything life was throwing at 
me. But one day it was not “okay” 
anymore. My mental illness had been 
ignored for so long and it would not be 
quieted any longer. 

I couldn’t find any more strength or 
courage or fight just to keep those 
around me from finding out how bad 
I truly felt. I was so conditioned to “man 
up” that when the pain, sorrow and 
thoughts of suicide ran through my mind, 
I had no answer. I couldn’t yell or puff 
my chest at depression. Depression 
didn’t care how much I could lift or what 
car I drove or how many girls I had been 
with. Depression knew the real me. It 
knew the little boy who could never 
face his real problems head-on because 
the society in which he grew up wouldn’t 
let him. He was too busy pretending to 
be strong, too busy pretending to be a 
“man” to admit he lived with depression.

After my attempted suicide and 
rehabilitation, things started to become 
clearer. I learned that pain, sorrow, 
anger and sadness are a part of life 
—emotions don’t care if you are a man 
or woman. For the first time, I could 
accept and acknowledge my weaknesses 
and my pain. Finally, I found myself and 
have never felt stronger or more of a man. 

Coming out about my depression was 
one of the most freeing and courageous 
things I have ever done. No longer am 
I silent or fearful about who I really am. 
I am comfortable and confident enough 
in myself to accept and face my demons. 
I’m no longer ashamed of my depression. 
And being self-aware and brave enough 
to face my emotions fills me with more 
manly strength and pride than any 
action hero ever did. 

I can now step in front of my mental 
illness and accept it as a part of me, 
instead of always living in its shadow. 
And I’m here to tell you fellas to be bold 
and fearless about who you are. Be 
strong enough to admit your pains. Be 
courageous to acknowledge your 
struggles—regardless of how “un-manly” 
they may seem, for being a man is 
what we men make it.

anticipate disaster and are overly concerned about issues like health, money, 
and family, even when there is no apparent reason for concern.

GAD tends to run in families and may be something you have always dealt 
with, but it also can be triggered by sudden changes, says Dr. Mischoulon. 
For instance, the death of a spouse or friend may make you feel vulnerable 
about being alone.

A minor health issue might cause anxiety about serious problems later. GAD 
also can keep you from engaging in a healthy lifestyle — you may refrain 
from any exercise for fear of injury, or avoid social outings.

One of the main issues with GAD is that men have trouble acknowledging 
it as a problem. Many believe it’s natural to worry more about life issues as 
they age, and often they can function well enough with a moderate level of 
anxiety. They even may rationalize their constant worrying by believing it 
prevents bad things from happening. This may explain why only about 43% 
of GAD sufferers get treatment, says the ADAA.

The first step to dealing with GAD is to acknowledge you have it. “Many men 
understand what’s causing their fear and worry, but often don’t want to face 
it,” says Dr. Mischoulon.

Other times, the source is not clear. If you suspect your worrying is excessive, 
consult with your doctor. He or she can determine if it may be related to 
another health issue, and if not, refer you to a psychologist or therapist for 
further evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment.

Seeking help
Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and medication are the standard ways 
to treat and manage GAD. With CBT, a psychologist or therapist works with 
you to uncover past experiences that may be the source of your anxiety.

Next, he or she explores negative thinking patterns that trigger your feelings 
of worry and helps you develop strategies to limit destructive thoughts and 
reinforce positive ones when anxiety occurs. Anti-anxiety medication is also 
used to help increase certain brain chemicals that are associated with a person’s 
ability to relax and feel calm.

The type of treatment that is tried first is often guided by how long your fear 
or worry likely will last. For example, if it is related to some specific situations, 
such as a recent move to a new neighborhood or struggling to pay off a 
mortgage or other debt, then CBT alone would be a reasonable first step. 
If the source is more long-term, like a chronic illness or other health issue, 
medication is often prescribed along with CBT.

Lifestyle approaches are sometimes added to a person’s treatment to help 
alleviate GAD. These might include exercise, mindfulness meditation, art 
therapy, or expressive writing (in which you write about your fears and worries). 

When it comes to GAD, you should never feel pressured to “tough it out” and 
expect it to go away on its own, says Dr. Mischoulon. “GAD can worsen and 
lead to more complicated problems, and they certainly reduce quality of life. For 
older men, the right treatment can help them to maximize their golden years.
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